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Human ownership of artificial creativity
Jason K. Eshraghian
Advances in generative algorithms have enhanced the quality and accessibility of artificial intelligence (AI) as a tool in building
synthetic datasets. By generating photorealistic images and videos, these networks can pose a major technological disruption
to a broad range of industries from medical imaging to virtual reality. However, as artwork developed by generative algorithms
and cognitive robotics enters the arena, the notion of human-driven creativity has been thoroughly tested. When creativity
is automated by the programmer, in a style determined by the trainer, using features from information available in public and
private datasets, who is the proprietary owner of the rights in AI-generated artworks and designs? This Perspective seeks to
provide an answer by systematically exploring the key issues in copyright law that arise at each phase of artificial creativity,
from programming to deployment. Ultimately, four guiding actions are established for artists, programmers and end users that
utilize AI as a tool such that they may be appropriately awarded the necessary proprietary rights.

A

rtistic creativity has traditionally been viewed as a product
of the human mind. This association is increasingly cast into
doubt as artificial intelligence (AI) becomes more pervasive
in everyday life and, more recently, the world of art.
As generative algorithms and robots continue to evolve, they
will soon be capable of creating more than just art, namely inventions and brands. Researchers have already used machine learning
for backend design flow in electronic design automation tools1.
McKinsey predicts that AI will create US$3.5–5.8 trillion annual
value in the global economy2 in the coming years. Entrusting the
protection of artificially generated works to legal frameworks that
predate current generative techniques presents two key problems:
(1) in the absence of clear guidance, corporations may be disincentivized in using AI-based tools to develop works where protection
is not guaranteed; and (2) end users of generative AI may unknowingly infringe on the rights of other artists, leaving themselves vulnerable to liability.
Ambiguity in law may lead to innovation in AI moving to more
permissive jurisdictions. A leading example is the portrait Edmond
de Belamy (Fig. 1), which looks like a painting from the seventeenth
century, but in actuality is the creation of a machine learning algorithm trained on a dataset of 15,000 portraits from the 1300s to the
1900s. The algorithm stemmed from a concept published in 2014
titled ‘Generative adversarial nets’ (GANs)3, which has made the
generation of synthesized data, images and audio significantly more
accessible (Fig. 2). Multiple contributors built on each other’s code,
until it was ultimately used by French-based art collective Obvious
to generate the portrait4–6.
On 24 October 2018, the portrait was auctioned at Christie’s in
New York and sold for US$432,500. In this new world where brushstrokes have been replaced by lines of code, who owns the rights to
AI-generated creations? And how can programmers and contributors protect their own proprietary interests? While there are legal
analyses that seek to answer similar questions, none have yet considered the specific practices that machine learning engineers and
data scientists undertake in developing GANs and other generative
algorithms7,8. These practices will be essential in assisting courts
with determination of proprietary rights.
This Perspective will seek to navigate and apply the present legal
frameworks to AI-generated works, in a manner accessible to engineers, programmers and artists. This is achieved by considering the

human tasks that enable the automation of artwork, including programming a neural network, dataset curation, training, and execution or inference9. How various tasks in AI-based art generation
give rise to proprietary rights will be explored across various jurisdictions. For end users to confidently utilize AI-generated works,
a set of four guiding principles, which consider the programmer,
trainer, user and the output, will be provided to assist AI artists with
being appropriately awarded the necessary proprietary rights.

Fundamentals of copyright

An AI-generated creation must first satisfy some basic requirements to be afforded protection by copyright law. The overarching principles of copyright10 in common law systems, including the
United States, United Kingdom, Canada and Australia, indicate that
if the artwork is an original work of authorship fixed in a tangible
medium, then it will be afforded protection. Civil law jurisdictions,
including most European and Asian nations, generally do not have
a fixation requirement11. Additionally, there is some variation in
the definition of ‘original’ across jurisdictions. In the United States,
a modicum of creativity must be present for originality to subsist
in the artwork12. In the United Kingdom, there used to be a lower
threshold requiring the exercise of skill or labour13, but in 2009,
along with the rest of Europe, they adopted the view that the work
must be the author’s own intellectual creation14. How these thresholds are harmoniously applied in practice is arguably not wholly
settled in UK jurisprudence. If a spectrum were to exist between
creativity and labour, then Canada15 and Australia16 would be placed
somewhere in between.
Is it possible for AI to exercise creativity, skill or any other indicator of originality? At this point in time, the capacity for AI to
generate abstract or inventive thought is severely limited. Neural
networks fundamentally transform a set of discrete, limiteddomain input parameters into another set of discrete, limiteddomain output parameters, using a set of pre-defined functions.
The US Copyright Office relies on long-standing Supreme Court
precedent that “copyright law only protects ‘the fruits of intellectual
labour’ that ‘are founded in the creative powers of the mind’”17. This
does not include works generated by a machine12. Of course, this
position may change as AI improves at solving ill-posed problems
without human intervention. As Lord Briggs observed in the recent
patent case of Warner-Lambert Co Ltd versus Generics, “the court
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Fig. 1 | Edmond de Belamy. Obvious, using a modified implementation
of art-DCGAN by Robbie Barrat5, and DCGAN initially developed by
Soumith Chintala6.

is well versed in identifying the governing mind of a corporation
and, when the need arises, will no doubt be able to do the same for
robots”18. But until that time, it is unlikely that a court will find a
machine to be the propagator of originality.
This does not preclude the human behind the AI from claiming
authorship in the resulting output. A program cannot generate artwork without a human’s initial input, and programmers are likely to
exercise a degree of skill or creativity in either developing the code
or procuring the training set that forms the basis of the output. In
fact, the wording of legislation from countries including the United
Kingdom19, Ireland20 and New Zealand21, recognize this by expressly
stating that computer-generated works may be copyrightable, and
would belong to “the person by whom the arrangements necessary
for the creation of the work are undertaken”. Though in the United
Kingdom’s case, this comes with the added complication of the harmonizing effect of European case law from the Court of Justice, at
least for the time they have been part of the European Union14,22.
The resolution becomes less apparent where the programmer
and user is not the same person, or on the extreme end of the spectrum, where a neural network is passed into a for loop to generate an endless stream of new work. The human contributions of
programming, training and executing must all be factored in when
determining whether the output of the AI is an original work.

The programmer

In jurisdictions where computer-generated works are explicitly recognized, it is likely that the programmer will have a strong claim to the
output artwork, especially where they both trained and executed the
network23. However, jurisdictions including the United States24 and
Australia25 appear to take a narrower stance by providing no reference
to computer-generated works, indicating that only human-generated
works are subject to copyright protection. The question becomes: can
AI-generated work be extrapolated to be human-generated?
Given the present state of narrow AI, the short answer is yes. If a
computer can be established as a tool that enables a human author
to produce an original expression, akin to a digital camera or word
processor, then a neural network also acts as a tool, and the output is
a result of human authorship. The use of AI, as a tool, may not be any
different from other tools like a word processor or a digital camera.
As such, machine-aided tasks do not require special treatment by law
(in contrast to ‘computer-generated’ works, which are specifically
legislated for), and do not require further statutory categorization26.
On this basis, the classical black-box problem of neural networks becomes irrelevant, as understanding the operation of a tool
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is not a prerequisite to authorship. A photographer only needs to
understand the tunable parameters (for example, shutter speed,
aperture, composition and lighting) to exercise creative control
over the aesthetic of their photograph. They are not required to
fathom the internal mechanics of the camera. Likewise, a programmer need not understand why a neural network ‘learned’ a certain
set of weights, or the mathematics behind a cost function. Rather,
the programmer will be able to demonstrate the minimal amount
of creativity required by United States copyright law by applying a
basic knowledge of the parametric decisions involved in developing
a GAN (training set, hyperparameters, learning rate and so on), or
demonstrating that the act of coding stems from the author’s own
intellectual creation as required in Europe. Even with the variation
in determining originality, it is possible for a programmer to demonstrate they used a machine as a tool in attaining a copyrightable
result. This is achievable with version control to prove the programmer’s contribution.

The trainer

Conflicting claims are likely to arise where multiple people are
involved in the creation of a computer-generated work. A person
who retrains a network is likely to be making some active contribution to influence the generated output, an extremely common scenario with the advent of online repositories, such as GitHub. Should
a generated image belong to the programmer, the trainer or the
user/curator? And at what stage does the task of retraining a network override the proprietary interests of the original programmer?
To train a network, a human must first gather data to form the
training set. A training set may be randomized using a web crawler
or selectively curated; common practice involves a mix of the two.
The role of the trainer can be likened to that of an art curator. While
a curator exercises a great degree of creative selection in setting up
an exhibition, they typically cannot claim copyright in their exhibition, in common law jurisdictions. This is particularly the case
where an exhibit is artefactual in nature, and relies on the individual
pieces of artwork rather than the collation. It is because artefactual
exhibitions are often seen as temporary or fleeting and lacking in
tangible form, a prerequisite of copyrightable work. In contrast,
AI-generated works are tangible in a digitized format. This suggests
that selective curation by a trainer will be sufficient for satisfying the
fixation requirement.
The use of a web crawler is more doubtful. Unless it can be
found that programming a web crawler satisfies the jurisdictiondependent requirements of originality that led to the creation of the
output, then it may not be enough. For example, the United States
demands a modicum of creativity12, whereas under Australian law
it is suggested that skill and effort are sufficient27. The outcome may
once again be different where the trainer has deployed narrow and
selective criteria, such as by filtering the images through a convolutional neural network to only include images with specific features.
By narrowing the selection criteria, the trainer asserts a degree of
creative control over the output28. Jurisdictions that use labour or
effort, rather than creativity, as an indicator of originality typically
require a lower threshold to satisfy, and programming a web crawler
indeed requires a degree of labour. Implementing selective criteria
should be catalogued by the trainer in order to satisfy the higher
thresholds of creativity where necessary, be it through modification
of the dataset or in the curation of the randomized output data.

The user

Once a network has been trained, it is ready to be deployed. If a
user merely executes another’s program, they will not be afforded
proprietary rights due to the lack of creativity, labour or intellectual
effort taken to click ‘run’. Where the user is required to inject some
personalized input, then the court will need to consider whether
this input constitutes an original work of authorship29,30.
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Fig. 2 | Generative adversarial networks. GANs are composed of two distinct networks. For image generation, one network is tasked with producing the
image and is called the ‘generator’. It accepts random noise as input, and gradually ‘learns’ how to convert the noise into output images. The other network
distinguishes between real and generated images, and is thus called the ‘discriminator’. The goal is to train these two networks competitively, such that the
generator creates data in a way that the discriminator can no longer tell real and synthesized images apart. This adversary between the two networks is
what teaches the generator to create realistic data.

Some past case law concerning user-based input provides helpful
guidance here. Where the player of a video game makes an audiovisual recording, it was determined that the player is restricted by
the decisions of the game designer and therefore lacks enough creative input31. Therefore, the player could not be the author of the
recording. In contrast, when Walt Disney used the motion capture
program Mova to retarget actor’s faces onto CGI characters (used
in Deadpool and Beauty and the Beast), the courts found that the
users of the program had performed the “lion’s share of creativity”32.
In this case, the program requires camera footage as input. This
camera footage contains within it an unbounded number of creative selections on part of the film crew, such as the actor’s performance, facial expressions and lighting setups. These decisions are
not delimited by the programmer of Mova, unlike the audiovisual
output of a video game33.
These cases indicate that where a user’s influence is bound by
the decisions of a programmer, it will be difficult for the user to
satisfy the requirements of originality, even in jurisdictions that do
not require creativity. If all a user has to do is click a button, this, on
its own, is unlikely to be deemed as labour fostering the generation
of an original work.
These principles can be carried forward in an AI landscape.
For example, NVIDIA’s demonstration of the first interactive
AI-generated virtual world enables a user to navigate a virtual
environment rendered with a GAN34. On one hand, the generated
graphics are no longer premeditated by the game designer. On the
other hand, the contribution of the user is no different to a non-AI
generated video game. Under the United States “lion’s share of creativity” test, it is improbable that the user will have a stake in ownership as the programmer still dictated how the visuals of a game were
to be constructed. The user merely navigates the world designed by
the programmer.
Is it possible for a different outcome in a different jurisdiction? In
the United Kingdom, Lord Oliver states that the “labour must be of
the right kind”, which suggests that there is an emphasis placed on
quality rather than quantity35. Although labour alone is no longer

used to find originality in the United Kingdom, when comparing
the skilled contributions between the programmer and the user, it
is almost certain that the programmer is more likely to have provided the required quality of labour, rather than the user. However,
Lord Oliver’s obiter statements have been limited to their particular context of copying design drawings, and the Court of Appeal
have said this notion should not be broadly applied36. Rather, they
affirmed that labour, skill and effort can warrant copyright protection. Therefore, the programmer should make an active decision on
delimiting user and trainer input that may be demonstrated by the
form in which the tool is made available—for example, a custom
interface to enable use by non-programmers37.
Conversely, transfer learning is more likely to see success in
favour of the user. This is a machine learning technique where a
model trained on one task is repurposed for a different task. For
example, using a GAN developed by a programmer to generate
images of dogs, repurposed by a user to instead produce images of
cats. Here, the user is not bound to the decisions of the programmer
and can apply the network to an infinitely broad range of tasks, akin
to the use of Mova mentioned above.

Guiding principles

New artists are often influenced by existing work, and the line
between inspiration and appropriation can become unclear. When
a network is trained on data from an open, Internet-based body
of knowledge, one possible school of thought suggests that copyrighting the output is akin to claiming a proprietary interest in the
Internet itself. While the law varies across jurisdictions, in general,
copyright infringement can occur where (1) an output is probatively
similar to the source material unless it is under fair use (US)38,39, or
(2) a substantial part of the source material is used without consent
or a relevant defence (Australia and UK)40,41. International copyright
law stipulates that adaptations of artistic work shall be protected42,
but the point at which the output becomes ‘original’ is a fact-specific and jurisdiction-relevant inquiry. This is codified in the US43,
where a work may still be considered original, even if derived from
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pre-existing materials44. It depends on how similar the derivative
is to the source45. Risk-averse programmers who wish to avoid any
uncertainty should rely solely on public domain works, obtain a
license to the training set or conduct a reverse image search on the
output, which can assist as a quantifiable metric for determining
similarity to data in the training set.
On the note of licensing, a common misconception is that open
source code implies it is free for use in the public domain. This is not
necessarily the case, unless a highly permissive open source licence is
attached to the project. Many open source licences are more restrictive, in that the original author of a program may influence how their
code may be used, modified and redistributed. The type of licence
used will ideally be determined by how the author wishes their code
to be used. While some may wish to be attributed in the resultant
work, others may view such conditions as restrictive and disincentivizing to downstream contributors. Licensing can very quickly
become a complex area, and GitHub assists in navigating some of
the most popular licenses by maintaining the Open Source Guide46.
In addition to being attentive to the licences of their project
dependencies, AI artists should document the full creative process
from programming to training and parameterizing. It is also important to assess whether the resultant work is sufficiently transformative to mitigate any potential infringement claims, should the work
be displayed or sold. The above analysis can be summarized into a
set of four guiding principles that any contributor to AI-generated
creations should follow:
Programmer: document the full creative and technical process,
license software appropriately when making a repository public, and
make an active decision on bounding or delimiting user/trainer input.
Trainer: maintain a catalogue of the dataset and its mode of procurement, and document the training process, noting that the more
selective the trainer’s criteria, or the more distinguishable it is to
data from the training set, the more likely it is their contribution will
satisfy the indicators of originality.
User: catalogue all runs of the program, as this may indicate
selectivity and an element of curation, including any user-based
input that was required, such as hyperparameterization.
Output: ensure the generated work does not infringe on the
rights of others.
Version control has made the documentation process almost
trivial, and reverse image searches can assist with ensuring a generated work invokes no infringements. These principles will only
become of increasing importance as AI goes beyond objective artistic skill and towards abstract inventiveness.
Of course, these principles are only applicable for as long as AI
does not have legal personhood, the way humans and corporations
are afforded18.
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